
Artist:Â Heji ShinVenue:Â Reena Spaulings, New YorkExhibition Title:Â BIG COCKSDate: November 15 â€“ December 20, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images and link available after the
jump.Images:Images courtesy of Reena Spaulings, New YorkLink: Heji Shin at Reena SpaulingsThe post Heji Shin at Reena Spaulings first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Heike-Karin
FÃ¶llVenue:Â Campoli Presti, ParisExhibition Title:Â BlushingDate: October 21 â€“ November 28, 2020Selected By: Tenzing BarsheeClick here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available
after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Campoli Presti, London/Paris. Photos by Rebecca Fanuele.Press Release:Heike-Karin FÃ¶llâ€™s work recalibrates the artistic endeavours of painting, drawing, and writing, and
her show blushing locates this rebalancing act in our very present: the year 2020, as digital technology makes itself felt in our lifeworld ever more strongly, and as a pandemic is reshaping our realities. Think of this artistic
recalibrating activity â€“ by way of the showâ€™s title blushing â€“ as a reaction, a change in hue, the becoming more intense of a shade in certain spots, at the expense of other parts of the body. The consistency and
application of the perennial make-up that is la peinture (as Morisot, Manet, and Baudelaire knew) must change.One central question of blushing is what, under todayâ€™s circumstances, the small format on the wall can
become? â€“ There is, presented in the galleryâ€™s library, a plan in images and writing for the show, a form reminiscent of cinematic practice â€“ a storyboard. These works on paper also echo the experimental
rearrangement of letters and pictures on the pages of historical avant-garde journals. And there is the installation my brain, in which standardized A4 paper forms the basis of artistic operations of drawing, applying colour,
xeroxing, printing, sketching, and taking notes. These individual pages are displayed on the wall where they evoke both: the medium on which the artist thinks, practices, and has put herself to work â€“ the leaf; while also
giving us the impression of a set of digital folders arranged on a computerâ€™s desktop. Both conjoined forming an image of artistic work in our present: production on paper and on the screen.It has been observed by
critics and historians of art, literature and media that small forms hold up particularly well to mounting pressures: under duress, in times of crises and upheavals, the small form â€“ the short story, the clip, the drawing, or
the anecdote â€“ offer a compactness and an economy of means that allows for smooth transmission, quoting, sharing, etc. When the pandemic engulfed our world, some were reminded of one of the primary scenes of
cultural production in the West: The story goes that the novella was invented by a group of friends withdrawing to a secluded estate to escape from plague-ridden Florence. There, they told each other short stories in the
evenings. Thus was born the novella: a small format robust enough to withstand and thrive in pandemic timesIn blushing, FÃ¶ll expands her work with small formats to encompass both canvas and painterâ€™s
cardboard. While retaining the small dimension, these have acquired a new solidity: thicker than paper, when placed on the walls they can seem like tiles: elements of quasi-architectural cladding; but also those
â€˜tilesâ€™ that we have become accustomed to seeing on our screens, holding meetings, seminars, and all sorts of digital gatherings through software such as zoom. Reconsidered from our recently increasingly
digitized lifeworld-interfaces, the media-historical trajectory once plausibly suggested by art historian Anne Friedberg â€“ the â€˜Window â€“ From Alberti to Microsoftâ€™ â€“ seems to have both shattered and solidified.
Rather than â€˜a windowâ€™ the screen, to which FÃ¶llâ€™s work return, is a desktop of folders, a mosaic of tiles. We have reached another moment in which the picture-surface ceases to be conceived as a
transparent zone, offering a view into an imaginary â€˜beyondâ€™; rather it presents itself as a concrete, now hyper-flat arena on which folders are stacked, images appear, data is stored. A new recourse to that moment
in the history of painting, once described by Leo Steinberg apropos American mid 20th century painting, in which what seemed transparent became the â€˜flatbed picture planeâ€™: now an informational desktop.The
show also encompasses a number of large formats: there is the array of movements of the brush that traverses and punctuates those canvases, swishing, as it were, across, as seen in the â€˜scratch seriesâ€™:
modifications of that basic gesture of painting â€“ the brush stroke â€“ as per our movements on the smartphoneâ€™s display â€“ swiping left, or swiping right, tapping a finger on the screen. Against the compactness and
conciseness of the small format the artistâ€™s larger canvases now even more clearly than before articulate a less dominant, even light, loose and at times fragile mode of organisation.Colours are powdery: the shades
and forms on Constructivist Bow, perhaps, at one point, might have been rich, but now pale. Untitled (fashion) has a pastel quality, magnetic takes on the air of a watercolour. Large scale no longer automatically equals
authority and needs to be rethought. &#8211; A face blushes, a shade of rose intensifies, calling for some additional powder here and there, doing its unmitigated work elsewhere.&#8211; Philipp EkardtHeike-Karin FÃ¶ll
(b. 1967) lives and works in Berlin. She recently had a major solo exhibiton at KunstWerke Institute for Contemporary Art in Berlin (2019). Past exhibitions include Centre d&#8217;Art NeuchÃ¢tel, Switzerland (2018);
Neue Gesellschaft fÃ¼r Bildende Kunst, Berlin (2016); Mumok, Vienna (2016); Kunsthalle Bern, Switzerland (2014); The National Gallery of Denmark, Copenhagen (2014); National Museum, Tbilisi (2014); Museum of
Contemporary Art, Basel (solo exhibition 2012) and Kunsthalle ZÃ¼rich, Switzerland (2011). The artist is currently a Professor for Drawing and Critical Digitality at Berlin University of the Arts (UniversitÃ¤t der KÃ¼nste
Berlin, UdK).Link: Heike-Karin FÃ¶ll at Campoli PrestiThe post Heike-Karin FÃ¶ll at Campoli Presti first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Berlin-based artist Tracey Snelling has been awarded the 2020 Foundwork
Artist Prize, now in its second year. In recognition of her outstanding multidisciplinary practice, Snelling will receive an unrestricted $10,000 grant and studio visits with each member of Foundworkâ€™s 2020
jury:Â Curators Rachel Adams (Bemis Center for Contemporary Arts), Natasha Ginwala (Gwangju Biennale; Gropius Bau), and Humberto Moro (Museo Tamayo; SCAD Museum of Art); gallerists Anat Ebgi (Anat Ebgi
Gallery) and Michael Ruiz (Future Gallery); and performance and video artist Kalup Linzy.Three artists were named to Foundworkâ€™s 2020 short list: Bellingham, Washington-based painter Andrea Joyce Heimer;
Mexico City-based multidisciplinary artist Melanie McLain; and Brooklyn-based multidisciplinary artist Joiri Minaya. Snelling and the short-listed artists will each participate in long-form interviews in Foundworkâ€™s
Dialogues program conducted by guest editors Alina Cohen, Isabel Flower, Francesca Gavin, and Wendy Vogel.Visit www.foundwork.art/artist-prize for more information.(Sponsored)The post Tracey Snelling Awarded the
2020 Foundwork Artist Prize first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Ketuta Alexi-MeskhishviliVenue:Â LC QUEISSER, TbilisiExhibition Title:Â Boiled LanguageDate: October 12 â€“ December 20, 2020Click
here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of LC QUEISSER, TbilisiPress Release:LC Queisser is pleased to present Boiled Language, a solo
exhibition of new works by Berlin-based artist Ketuta Alexi-Meskhishvili.In this new group of works, Alexi-Meskhishvili examines the space of translation, what lies between an image and its referent, one language and
another, and how a photograph can transmit the immersive instability of what lies outside of reason. Challenging traditional notions of photography as impersonal, or documentarian, this new group of works look at the
capacity for an image to refer to the immaterial, the personal, and the direct.In Georgian Ornament and Vines, Alexi-Meskhishvili builds the images by first making photograms on large format negatives, a technique that
appears in many pieces in the exhibition. These two works are made by pressing plastic bags from tourist shops in Old Tbilisi onto the negative directly and exposing it to light. The motifs printed on these bags are
traditional Georgian decorative designs. When printed on the bags, the traditional patterns transform into an isolated logo, a symbol operating as a referent for something else. The resulting images are ethereal, the
designs seeming to float in a haze of effervescent color. Itâ€™s not clear how these images are made, or what object was used to make this impression on the negative. There is a distance between the image and the
object referred to that expands into a space beyond clear cut analogy.In I Am Your Slice and Danama, Alexi-Meskhishvili manipulates the large format negative directly through folds and scratches. Here, the impression
made on the negative is done directly by the artistâ€™s hand. The referent is not an object, but an action, and the resulting image is not a depiction of the action, but instead the residue of it. The distance between
photograph and subject widens even further here, pulling us into a space that doesnâ€™t operate within the regimented logics of language or documentary.By divorcing the image from its source and letting the space
between them widen, Alexi-Meskhishvili encourages the photos to exceed time expectations, to enter a wilder terrain. Like the Cheshire Cat, the Wonderland guide whose smile floats hauntingly as his body disappears,
the smile in Dog Smile is our guide into an illogical photography. This remaining representational vestige leads us into a space detached from reason, walks us into the moments in translation in which excesses make
themselves known and reveal a landscape rich in immersive chaos and dynamic possibility.-Marina CaronLink: Ketuta Alexi-Meskhishvili at LC QUEISSERThe post Ketuta Alexi-Meskhishvili at LC QUEISSER first
appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â ektor garciaVenue:Â Prairie, ChicagoExhibition Title:Â ya me vine, ya me voyDate: October 24 â€“ December 13, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images,
press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Prairie, ChicagoPress Release:In 2014, I dumped a giant teardrop in Lake Michigan.I returned to Chicago two ago weeks. Since then Iâ€™ve
gone through 300 lbs. of clay.I did grafitti when I lived here. I recently biked past one of my La Llorona roller pieces. Its still up by the Chicago River near Ashland &amp; Archer. La Llorona, the weeping woman, is a
mexican folk legand who was condemned to cry for eternity for having drowned her children. Mexican children are warned that if they misbehave La Llorona will take them away.I wrote this in Mexico before the
pandemic:chicagooktubreback to square oneteen angstdaddy issuesboystownkorn fedkeramiksintellekual teenspilsenpunx &amp; pizzapurgatorycommunitylove power respectya me vine, ya me voyLink: ektor garcia at
PrairieThe post ektor garcia at Prairie first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artists:Â Bas Jan Ader, Mary Ann Aitken, COBRA, Rafael Delacruz, HÃ©lÃ¨ne Fauquet, Murata Fuyumi, Nanami Hori, Tom Humphreys,
Benjamin Asam Kellog, Jonas Lipps, Quintessa Matranga, Ariane MÃ¼ller, Koji Nakano, Lukas Quietzsch, Chadwick Rantanen, Sophie Reinhold, Trevor Shimizu, Richard Sides, Philipp Simon, Michael E.
SmithVenue:Â TOKAS, TokyoExhibition Title:Â Tokas Project Vol. 3 Tokyo Detroit BerlinDate: October 10 â€“ November 8, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the
jump.Images:Video:Michael E. Smith, Untitled, 2020, single channel HD video N/A. Edition of 10.Images courtesy of TOKAS, TokyoPress Release:The Tokyo Metropolitan Government and the Tokyo Metropolitan
Foundation for History and Culture are carrying out this exhibition as part of the Tokyo Tokyo FESTIVAL. Ever since it opened in 2001, Tokyo Arts and Space (TOKAS) has continued to collaborate with international
artists, curators, arts centers, and cultural organizations to produce exhibitions and pioneer related programs. TOKAS Project, which began in 2018, aims to shine a contemplative light on the arts, society, and other
themes from multicultural perspectives. In its third iteration, TOKAS Project Vol. 3, we collaborate with artist and director of XYZcollective, COBRA to introduce the art community of today in Tokyo, Detroit, and Berlin thr
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